Introduction
Job's suffers originate from a bet between God and Satan, namely Satan asserts that " If put forth thine hand now, and touch all that he hath, this pious servant who is perfect and upright and fearing god while eschewing evil will curse thee to thy face", (The Book of Job 1:1, 1:11 )and God allow Satan's test. At first, Satan bereaved all of Job's family property and all of his ten children, then he smote Job with sore boils from the sole of his foot unto his crown. Having stopped complaints from his wife, however, job came clean to three of his friends and told them all of his doubts, sorrows, anger and despair in their conversation. Job wailed and whined, all he want is finishing this painful life, "Oh that I might have my request; and that God would grant me the thing that I long for! Even that it would please God to destroy me; that he would let loose his hand, and cut me off!"(The Book of Job 6:8, 6:9). He didn't understand why the God he admired so high would let rounds of misfortune descend on him without any protection, and what he did wrong caused this kind of punishment? This is job's peripheral situation.
The peripheral situation inherently manifests a kind of breakages, which exist in one's connections with other people and the rest of the world, and mainly characterized by sudden deaths. In his previous days, job enjoyed a normal and common life. With his sons and daughters, abundance in wealth, job led so pious, meaningful and substantial a life that he often offered up sacrifice unto the Lord. But this is just an Unreal Situation in Martin Heidegger's eyes . After his beloved children, family property and loyal servant were took away overnight, Job was pushed to the verge of peripheral situation. And for himself, an unbearably ulcer all over his body locked him in a ceaseless struggle with death. Because of death, this unreal situation stopped, therefore his connections with other people and the rest of the world were also cut off. As far as Jaspers concerned, a peripheral situation is like a wall, people as physical existences would definitely and completely fail after they hit the wall. Then, in the shock of the failure, the limits of a physical existence were demonstrated and the real living condition revealed.
" In this connection, the breakage between existence and existent means the loss of nature, meanwhile, the breakages between existences are just some kinds of additional products of the former one. "The deviation of the relationship between man and God necessarily leads to the breakages between people." To job's shock, when he made complaints in front of his friends, their responses were much of criticizes. And this indicates Job's breakages with other people, which made job confused and desperate about the loss of man's nature.
And Job started his painful thinking. Lev Shestov (1866 Shestov ( -1938 said that:" the moments of despair are the most solemn and grand time in life…… Also during the most difficult hours, our thoughts are most conflicted." As an upright and pious servant, Job was convinced of the almighty God and the fact that God rules the word, but he doubted that whether there is his position in that world and lost his nature and existence. He had no idea about the relationship between the existent and existences. He asked why he was once treated as a close friend of God but now be punished even if he hasn't done anything wrong? He raised a host of anxious and even impatient questions: "As empirical appearance, people have to be rational existences". From the rational angle, Job he who regarded himself as an upright man since he had made no crime, and this in turn made him can't understand why did he be caught up in the peripheral situation. Based on his conduct, Job pretty affirmed that his behavior is perfect. With a long history of legalism, Judaism attaches great importance to laws and principles, such as Ten Commandments, in an effort to regulate people to be upright and perfect. However, the peripheral situation toppled Job's understanding and destroyed his long-term illusion that he is so upright and perfect. Amid suffers, Job thought "what's meaning of being justified? Is being justified all about good behaviors? Is my moral quality strong enough to underpin the burden of being justified? If it could, why did I be reduced to this?"
As for this question, job gave a positive answer. If behavior is deemed as the basis and fundamental of being righteous, job's despair and disappointment come very naturally. As a justified man, he deserve no suffer or punishment. But if we look at the reality, we can easily find that due to the lack of final value criteria, our moral quality changes in tandems with our standings. And it tends to be vague as it constantly changes. In this connection, people's behavior is too untenable to underpin the meaning of being justified. However, being justified here is much more than a distillation of Moralism, it's a brand new point of view, an eternal vision and an ultimate value measurement. It's ridiculous and pathetic to define God's eternal measurement with a set of moral criteria that is supported by reality of human's society! Sinclair Ferguson (1948-) said in his book Justification that: "Our biggest temp and mistake are trying to confuse moral character issues with other favor behaviors ". "The meaning of sin is mainly to show the breakage in man's connection to God". Job's pain came from his self-righteousness.
Reconstructions of connections
The narrative structure of The Book of Job is a U-structure, with the breakages of people and God's relationship as starting point and the reconstruction of the relationship as another point. This kind of reconstruction was built on the deadly wall in peripheral situation. In the pain of butting heads against the wall, people learn of their limits as existences and then get inspired to return to their nature and finally become a true man.
From the contents we know that Job wasn't punished for his committed crimes. His self-righteousness made him defend and explain for himself, and his understanding of God is revealed by this kind of self-righteousness. Job believed that God also regards man's moral as a benchmark, since he had done no evil things, he should be declared as justified. However, God's definition of Being Justified is inherently different from the one of people's code of ethics. Man's code of ethics is invariably tinged with the non-self-sufficiency that comes from people's nature, however, in God's eyes, being justified is a spirit of transcendental. Man's moral quality doesn't cover all corners of God's world, meanwhile God owns all of the infinites and finites, so Shestov said: "God's world is definitely much more abundant than ours". God's answer of Job's question "what is righteousness" is somehow hard to understand, but from his words, "I laid the foundations of the earth, brake up for the sea my decreed place, commanded the morning since thy days, walked in the secret places of the deep, found the way to the resting-place of the light and the store-house of the dark, divided a watercourse for the overflowing of waters and a way for the lightning of thunder" (The Book of Job), we know that what behind God's questions is the stress that " I am the lord of everything". Similarly, the reason why God mentioned the universe is that he want to tell the world that: " I created and is in charge of everything". Everything in the world has a position. 
Modern appearance of the peripheral situation from The Book of Job
In the Old Testaments·The Book of Job , Job's puzzles and thinking was deeply described, and meanwhile the breakages and reconstructions of his connections with God, other people were vividly represented. The core factor which led to job's change is belief. Committed to belief, job finally got out of the dilemma of self-righteousness. This kind of dilemma was once happened to Tolstoy (1828-1910), he who gave up his title and asset out of his sympathy of poverty-stricken people. With a hope to feed himself by his own hands rather than exploiting people, the great writer refused the lifestyle of nobility and began to engage in strenuous labor works. However, his puzzles didn't dissolve by his actions, to his disappointment it grew as the time goes by. Finally, the literary giant passed away in a rural railway station as he run away from home all by himself. With Tolstoy's respected yet pitiful experience, we know that the peripheral situation of Job is not an accident, it's inevitable throughout our search of God, truth and selves. Only after trying and failure can we finally obtain the essence and deepest meaning of life.
